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Controls

Arrow Buttons: Move

Space Bar: Talk, look at, jump over small holes, confirm, etc.

Esc: Open menu, cancel
Backstory according to Gilgamesh

Once, there was a great hero who helped the weak and fought for justice. After countless adventures, he arrived at a small valley kingdom ruled by the fair and just King Poppadopolis. Little did he know, he would soon be thrown into a conflict that would threaten the entire world. Can he triumph?

Backstory according to Alex

There was once an honest, hardworking man who was under the employment of a fabulously wealthy family. After long years as the faithful family cook, he was forced to join his boss’s idiot son as he journeyed around the world and attempted to do heroics… poorly. The only reason he did not quit was that the pay was really good… and the son had a knack for surviving through sheer dumb luck, making the job easy, even if it was a bit frustrating at times.
Characters

Name: The Legendary Hero, Gilgamesh
Likes: Heroics, Winning, Himself
Dislikes: Boredom, Losing
Favorite Food: Tea, Anything with Pepper, Many things without Pepper.
Goal in Life: Save the World

Name: Alexander Avogadro
Likes: Peace, Quiet, His Old Job, Good Books
Dislikes: Gilgamesh, Peppers, Books about Gilgamesh
Favorite Food: Anything Sophisticated
Goal in Life: See Gilgamesh Complete his quest while still retaining his sanity.

Name: Nora Poppadopolis
Likes: People, Her Father, Peace in the Kingdom
Dislikes: Being Kidnapped, Gilgamesh, Villains
Favorite Food: None. She likes everything equally.
Goal in Life: Become a just Queen.

Name:???
Likes: ???
Dislikes: ???
Favorite Food: ???
Goal in Life: ???
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